Smart Systems for Trucks and Trailers
**JOST takes care about the environment!**

Reducing emissions by our axle and trailer steering systems significantly due to less tire wear, saving fuel and increased transport capacity. With our LubeTronic System we are actively reducing the amount of grease used for fifth wheels, now with bio-degradable high-performance lubricant making even the road a greener place.

JOST's green products are the contribution to a more eco-friendly world.
JOST works towards autonomous products!

We are expanding our portfolio with new safety technologies and supplying the truck and trailer industry with autonomous systems.

- The remotely operated coupling system SKS permanently monitors the connection status and eliminates incorrect coupling.
- Modul E-Drive is a breakthrough in ergonomics and safety for landing gears.
- The EF-S Steering system offers an exact remote controlled maneuverability.

Finally, the combination of all systems leads to the smart and comfort coupling system KKS which is the key to autonomous docking.
JOST connecting systems!

Our smart and sensor equipped products provide unique information to the truck driver and increase comfort and safety for our customers. The JOST fifth wheel sensors and tow hitch sensors are the ground-breaking state-of-the-art technology and leading in the truck industry. Connection made simple, with our drawbar finder and Tritronic – the easy coupling and manoeuvring system.
Connecting and steering trucks and trailers worldwide with advanced systems.

Our success is to build reliable products for truck and trailer industry. Every single piece of our portfolio is to enhance the quality and safety for our customers and users.

This holds true for the future as well! In order to reach our next destination and supply the market with autonomous, green and connected systems we are listening to the customers needs and develop safer, greener and smarter products that make work and life easier.

We will make our vision a reality for our customers and users, as we have done in our long history with impressive and sophisticated products. The standards we have set changed the commercial vehicle world and we are willing to continue leading the market.

Our daily mission is to serve our customers and users around the globe by providing connected, green and autonomous systems for transport solutions.
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